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ITERATED FINE LIMITS

KOHUR GOWRISANKARAN

(Communicated by Irwin Kra)

Abstract. Let v and u be, respectively «-superharmonic and «-harmonic

functions on the product of n harmonic spaces. We prove that the iterated fine

limits of J exist and are independent of the order, for I almost every minimal

boundary element where I represents the function u . As an application we

prove an important property concerning the reduced function of a positive n-

harmonic function.

1. Introduction

Let fi., j = I to n be Brelot harmonic spaces, each space with a count-

able base for open sets and on each space the harmonic functions satisfy the

basic axioms 1, 2, and 3 and further it is assumed that there is a potential

> 0 on each space [2]. We consider in this paper the product Q, x • • ■ x ßn

and the «-hyperharmonic functions on the product, i.e. the lower semicon-

tinuous functions that are hyperharmonic in each variable. It is known that

for each positive «-harmonic function u there corresponds a unique finite

Borel measure X on the product of the minimal boundaries such that u =

/(A,. ..hn)X(dhx...dhn) [4, Theorem 7]. We proved in [5, §3 and §4] that for

a «-superharmonic function » > 0 i.e. a «-hyperharmonic function which

is not = +00, and positive «-harmonic function of the form ux(xx)u2(x2) ■ ■ ■

un(xn), i.e. product of « functions each of them harmonic > 0 on the respec-

tive spaces ß, the iterated fine limits (in the sense specified below) exist for

px x • ■ • x pn almost every element of the minimal boundary where u. is the

canonical measure of p. for each j . Here we prove the general case as indi-

cated in the abstract. As an application we characterize the greatest «-harmonic

minorant of (multi) reduced functions; this is a result of considerable impor-

tance in the study of the boundary behaviour of «-superharmonic functions.

We shall present here the proofs in the case « = 2, the situation where «

is a bigger integer does not need any significant change in the proofs. We also

remark that (i) these results are new even for the case of (Laplace) harmonic
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functions and ß are assumed to be discs in the plane and (ii) clearly all our

proofs are valid for harmonic spaces that are more general.

Before we proceed with the proofs let us establish some notations and results

that we need below. We shall assume that , A, (resp. 2A, ) is the set of minimal

positive harmonic functions on Qx (resp. ß2 ) taking the value 1 at a fixed

point x0 G ß, (resp. y0 G ß2 ). To each positive 2-harmonic function u there

corresponds a unique finite Borel measure X on , A, x 2A, we refer to as the

canonical measure of u, such that V(x ,y) G ß, x ß2,

u(x,y)= Ih(x)h'(y)X(dhdh').

The spaces of positive harmonic functions on ß and the space of positive

2-harmonic functions on the product taking the value 1 at a fixed point of

the respective space are compact and metrizable in the compact open topology

and the minimal elements form a G5 -subset and hence a polish space [2], [4].

Further every Borel subset of these sets of minimal elements is a Lusin space

[6].

2.  A RESULT CONCERNING  X

Consider the positive 2-harmonic function u and the corresponding canon-

ical measure X. Let, for every y g ß2, v denote the canonical measure on

XAX which represents the harmonic function x y-y u(x ,y) and for brevity let

us denote by uQ the measure obtained when y = y0. Since y >-► v depends

harmonically, the Borel subsets c ,A1 of v measure zero are independent of

y in ß2 [4, Lemma 7]. We also recall that we can find a Borel subset A c ,A,

with vQ(iA1 \A) = 0 such that for all h G A, the fine limit of u(x ,y)/u(x ,y0)

exists as x tends to h ; this limit is locally uniform in y G ß2 and the limit

function is > 0 and harmonic on ß2 [5, Lemma 2]. Let us denote the limit

function by uh(-)\lh G A and let oh be the corresponding canonical measure

on 2Aj . Let us recall that Vy G ß2, the function uh(y) is a Radon-Nikodym

derivative of the absolutely continuous part of the measure v'y relative to v0

[3].
However, v and uQ are mutually absolutely continuous relative to each

other and we conclude that du = uh(y)duQ. We also know that (h,y) y-y

uh(y) is a Borel function on ,A, x ß2. This in turn implies that A y-y uh(-)

is a Borel function from ,A, with values in the space of positive harmonic

functions on ß2. However, the latter space is polish and we conclude that

A y-y uh(-) is a Lusin measurable function for every finite Borel measure on ,A, .

In particular, we can find compact sets Kn of (A, the f0-measures of which

approximate that of ,A, such that the mapping A y-y uh(-) restricted to each

Kn is continuous. Hence, we can define a unique measure X on xAxx.2Ax given

by dX = /oh(dh')v0(dh), i.e. for all bounded Borel functions on ,A, x ,A, ,

[fdX=[    [   f(h,h')oh(dh')u0(dh)
J J ¡A, J2&\
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[1]. In particular for all x G ß, ,    y G ß2 we have

fh(x)h'(y)d~X=  (    Í   h(x)h'(y)oh(dh')v0(dh)
J J ¡A, J ,A.iA, ^2Ai

/    h(x)uh(y)vQ(dh)
J,A

0^
'iA,

=  f   h(x)uv(dh)

= «(x,y).

But À is a finite Borel measure on  XAX x 2Aj  and by the uniqueness of the

representing measure we deduce the following:

Theorem 1. The measure X constructed above is indeed the canonical measure

which represents the 2-harmonic function u;  i.e. X = X.

3. "Iterated fine limits" of v(x,y)/u(x,y)

Let us now consider a 2-superharmonic function v > 0 on the product

space. As introduced in the above section we consider uh , for all h G A for

the fixed positive 2-harmonic function u. Let ß2 be a countable base for open

sets of ß2 consisting of regular domains. Using the results in [5] we conclude

that there exists a Borel set Av c A with i/Q(A - A,v) = 0 (this implies also

^([A, \ Av) = 0 ) such for all A G Av the following is valid. The function

a      i- v(x,y)
y y-+ fine hm sup —;--

x^h    u(x,y)

',     ,. v(x,y)
fine hmsup

u(x,y0) uh(y)

is a (ß2) nearly superharmonic function on ß2 ; and the above function is

Borel in the variables A and y together. Further, if v is a positive 2-harmonic

function the above limit function in this case is defined for all y e ß2 and

vh(y) is harmonic for all h G Av . We now have

Theorem 2. Let w > 0 be a 2-harmonic function on the product. Then the

iterated fine limits of w/u exist for X almost every (h,h) in the minimal

boundary and is independent of the order of iterated limits. Further, the (iterated )

of the canonical measure of w relative to X. In particular, if w/u is bounded

(or quasi-bounded) then the canonical measure of w is precisely <pw dX.

Proof. As in the remark preceding the theorem we choose a Borel set Aw c

A c ,A, such that vQ(Aw) = ^0(,A,) and consider the function wh/uh. As in

[5, Th. 2], we conclude that Cw C Aw x 2A, defined by

Cw = {(A,A'): fine  lim w;A(y)/MA(y)exists in R}

is a Borel subset of Aw x 2A, and that the limit function is Borel on Cw .

However, for every A G Aw , the section of Cw through A is of full oh measure

(recall that oh is the canonical measure on 2A( representing uh(-)). It follows
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that À(,A, x 2Aj - Cw) = 0. We conclude from Theorem 1 that X(Cw) =

X(XAX x2A, ) and thereby the existence of the iterated limit X almost everywhere.

The rest of the proof is completed exactly as in [5, Th. 6].

Once again following the steps similar to the proof of Theorem 2 and the

techniques in [5] we prove the

Theorem 3. Let v > 0 be a 2-superharmonic function and u > 0 and 2-

harmonic function. Then for X almost every (A, A') in the minimal boundary

the following

4>v(h ,h ) = fine lim sup
y-yh'

.      .. v(x,y)
fine hm sup —.—-+

x^h    u(x,y)

A
exists where \p is the lower semi-continuous regularization of tp. Further,

4>v(h, A') dX is the canonical measure of the quasi u-bounded component of the

greatest 2-harmonic minorant of v . In particular, this function 4>v equals X

almost everywhere the function obtained by reversing the role of the variables.

Remark 1. Let us define

ip (A, A ) = fine lim inf -
y—yh'

-     ..    . ev(x,y)
fine hminf—^—:-+

x-yh   u(x,y)

It is very simple to verify directly that this function equals <pv(h,h') of the

Theorem on a set of full X measure.

Remark 2. By abuse of language we will refer to the function <f>v associated

with v as "the iterated fine limit" of v . We note this function is defined only

up to a Borel set of X measure 0. We also note that the above "iterated fine

limit" process is positively homogeneous and additive.

4. An application

Let E c ß[ x ß2 and f > 0 on ß, x ß2. We denote the (multi) reduced

function
{v > 0   2-hyperharmonic\

v > f   on E

If E is open and / = v a 2-superharmonic function > 0 then MR(E ,v) is

2-superharmonic and equals v on E. We have the following result concerning

the greatest 2-harmonic minorant of such functions.

Theorem 4. Let œ c ß, x ß2 be a nonvoid open subset and u > 0 a 2-harmonic

function with the canonical measure X. Let w be the greatest 2-harmonic

minorant of MR(co,u) and v its canonical measure. Then 3 a Borel set

B c ,A, x 2A, such that

w(x,y)= [ h(x)h'(y)X(dhdh'),
Jb

i.e. dv = yt„i/A.
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Proof. Clearly w < u which gives us the inequality v < X and hence dv =

g dX for some Borel function g, 0 < g < 1. By Theorem 2 we know that

g(h,h') = iterated fine limit of w/u for X almost every (A,A'). We note

further that g is also the "iterated fine limit" of MR(co,u)/u, X almost

everywhere. Let for every a, 0 < a < 1, Da = {(h,h'): g(h,A') < a} and

D = l)Da = {(A, A') : g(h, A') < 1}. If D is of A-measure 0 there is nothing to

prove and in this case w = u = MR(a>, u). Let us hence consider a < 1 such

that X(Da) > 0. Let ua be the harmonic function = fD hh'X(dhdh') ; i.e. with

canonical measure the restriction of X to Da . Consider the 2-superharmonic

function MR(œ,ua) = q + p where q is the greatest 2-harmonic minorant of

MR(w, ua). Consider

...   ,/.     "iterated fine limit"    ,._. ,,
<t>(h,h) =--,—   MR(œ,u) u

x —y h,y —> A

iterated fine limit      ,      ,,    .
=    r^h v^h'      9(x,y)/ua(x,y).x —y n,y —y n

Expressing MR(co,ua)/u = [MR(a>,ua)/u][u/ua], and recalling that the iter-

ated fine limit of uju =1 for A    a.e. element of Da , we get the inequality

q>(h,A') = (iterated fine lim MR(a>,ua)/u)(l) for X a.e. (h,h')GDa

so

<p(h, A ) = g(h ,h') < a for X almost every (A, A') G Da .

Now q < u and hence the canonical measure of q is concentrated on D ,

D   being the carrier of the canonical measure of u  . Also

q = / hh'(f>(h,h')dX.
Jb..1B„

We conclude first that q < au  . Now, we have,

q + p = MR(a>, ua) = MR[oj , MR(aj, ua)]

<MR(œ,q) + MR(œ,p)

< MR(oj,aua) + p

= a(q + p) + p = aq + p( 1 + a).

It follows that q < the greatest 2-harmonic minorant of the right side which is

aq. Since a < 1, we conclude that q = 0. Hence, we have,

"iterated fine limit" MR(w,ua)/ua = 0   X a.e. on Da.

Now,

MR(o), u) < MR(œ,ua) + (u- ua)

and

0 < "iterated fine limit" MR(co,u) < "iterated fine lim" MR(co,u)/ua

< 0 + 0 = 0   A a.e. on D .
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This implies that g = 0 X almost everywhere on Ba . Since D is the increasing

union of Da where an \ 1 we conclude that g = 0 X almost everywhere on

D. The required set B = , Ax x 2A1 - D. The proof is complete.

Corollary. A similar result for MR(E, u) is valid for any arbitrary E c ß, x ß2.

This is deduced easily by using the fact that MR(E,u) is the pointwise

decreasing limit of the 2-superharmonic functions MR(co, u) for all open sets

cod E.
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